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U.N. Representative Emphasizes People
In Last Week's Convocation Message

The great new frontier is—people; it is people who are im
portant, the final measure of things."
In such a humanitarian atmosphere, Dr. Zelma George, "Peopleto-People Ambassador Extraordinary," presented last Thursday's
convocation speech, designed to help the listeners "understand the
context of today s crises and find a relevance to the problems."
Is there crisis in today's world?*
According to Dr. George, tensions die of a world community withsurround all peoples everywhere, out the needed institutional maregardless of national boundaries: chinery—we are working against
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nuclear war, political tensions, a deadline which nothing teaches
mutual distrust, intellectual dis- us to meet; nothing is as it was."
coveries of the mind, promises of
To us as Americans, Dr. George
the future in space, nations still revealed the "machinery" we lack,
divided from World War II, re- Basically it boiled down to 1) a
sistance of striving peoples o f lack of understanding of ideas,
technically "underdeveloped" na- and peoples as people, not as na
The Office of the Registrar issued this week the list of
tions.
«—
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J
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Five members of the Pacific candidates for degrees to be awarded by the University June
tions, or economic
advantages,
or
After offering such proof that objects of the American pity for Weekly Staff will be spending
8. There were 220 applicants for the Bachelor of Arts, and
crises are with us every moment, the under-dog; and 2) a rejection two panel-filled, banquet-eating
everywhere, Dr. George hit upon of the reality of world interrela- days at the 14th annual meeting nine for the Bachelor of Science degrees to be awarded by
of the California Intercollegiate the College of the Pacific. Sixteen students are to he awarded
the one big problem which hin tedness.
ders us from relieving su'ch ten
"We must know what Commun Press Association, March 29, 30. the Bachelor of Music degree by the Conservatory.
sions: "We are smack in the mid- ism is, its strengths and weak The Pacific staff will be one of
The Bachelor of Science in En-4—the 25 schools represented at the gineering will be awarded to eight
•X nesses." Leading a fight for un
derstanding of ideas, Dr. George convention.
candidates by the School of En
Purpose of the annual gather gineering. The School of Phar
accused many Americans of be
ing the "bland leading the bland,' ing is to provide an opportunity macy has listed 29 candidates ap
since we merely reject Commun for "student publications to find plying for the Bachelor of Science
T h e Constitutional Revisions
solution to problems they thought in Pharmacy, and five candidates C o m m i t t e e i s h o l d i n g a n o p e n
The annual spring formal, with ism without understanding it. Be
were insoluble before." To pre for the Doctor of Pharmacy de hearing Sunday, March 31. This
a few changes from the ordinary, fore we pursue such a rejection
sent
professional solutions t o gree. The last named degree is an meeting will be held at 7:00 in the
will be held tomorrow night, from we must understand and believe
these problems, the convention, to undergraduate degree requiring
in
our
own
democratic
system,
Anderson Lecture Room.
9-1 at the Scottish Rite Temple.
be held at the Miramar Hotel and
All interested students are
The formal, sponsored in previous and thus with zeal seek to fill the on the UCLA campus, will fea six years of training.
Names of candidates, grouped urged to attend this meeting to
years by the AWS, is being spon void which we would create by ture such personalities as Frank
sored this year by the PSA. It destroying Communism. At the McCullough, managing editor of under the appropriate degrees, fol hear the committee's proposals
and to comment upon any area
was also decided that, since there same time, we must understand The Times, Jut Baker, political low.
BACHELOR OF ARTS
that they feel needs clarification
are many "turn-about" activities t h e i n t e r r e l a t e d n e s s b e t w e e n editor of the Herald-Examiner,
Abadie, Ca rolyn L.; Abe, Hlsnye,
i n t h e s p r i n g s e m e s t e r , t h a t t h e A m e r i c a n s a n d t h e r e s t o f t h e and Joe Quinn, assistant to Los Aiken, Lionel Toms; Alsup, John lid- or revision.
ward ; Altschule, Joseph; Anderson, Don
The constitution will have to
formal should be a boy-ask-girl world, for we need other people Angeles Mayor Yorty.
na Ann; Arbios, Judith Ann; Archibald,
as partners in this pursuit of the
serve
the university as it expands,
Donna Joy; Armstrong, Sandra Ann
affair.
Friday's agenda will include
democratic ideal.
The band for the formal will
two of four panel discussions, Bendy, Dorthie M.; Barkette, Michael therefore, it will be of a totally
Jeffrey', Jr.; Barnett, Thomas E.; Bar- new nature. Many areas of the
"Personal dignity is more Im
be John Mark's. Chaperones will
Politics and the Press, and Ad tels, Madeliene; ltearden, Frank b.;
portant
than
money."
In
recount
Janet Lee; Beck, Daniel Duane; constitution will demand a total
be Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Hess, Mr.
m i n i s t r a t i o n - N e w s p a p e r R e l a  Beattie,
Beckers, Leonard (ierhardt; Beckwlth.
and Mrs. George Williams, and ing an episode concerning a newly tions. An on-the-spot writing con Beth Marie; Bennaiock, Helen Devlin; awareness on the part of every
emerging African nation, Dr. test will provide an opportunity Bcsccker, John Raymond; Bietz, Jo Ann; student.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Harrison.
Biosser, Jill Claire; Block, Yvctte lleinSince an election will be held in
hardt; Boitano, Bonnie Joyce; Boone,
Committees for the affair will G e o r g e s t r e s s e d t h e p o i n t t h a t for delegates to compete in news, David
Stanley; Botiller, Sonya Zoe; April to ratify the new Pacific
nations
are
now
ready
for
such
Boothby, Margaret Hansen; Boyl, Joelbe: Senior Class — chaperones,
feature, and sports writing.
lyn Leo; Bramlott, Joanne Vivian; Brao- Student Association Constitution,
Junior Class — bids and publicity, more than just commercial in
Evening entertainment for del- cher. Rola-H; Brayton, Florence Jane;
student should become
Brizzolarn,
1)1
l/,£Ulitl II) LesleyJ Diane; Brown,
' Y Janice every
>
Sophomore Class — decorations terest; the people desire respect
(Continued on Page 8)
e Ishf/ley "A H no^B^n
and
consideration
as
individuals
Brown,
srifr
M - aware of the basic structure of
and Freshman Class — refresh
ric; Bryant, Marie Antoinette; ByerN, {he government that will s e r v e
(Continued on Page 8)
ments.
[him through his college years.
Undefeated Debators Sa"y(Continued on Page 8)

Pacific Weekly Sends
Delegates To UCLA
For News Convention

287 Hopefuls Apply For Degrees,
Twice Those Graduating Last June

Constitution Committee
To Hold Open Hearing

Formal Tomorrow To
Be Boy-Ask-Girl

I

Claudia Olson To Head AWS

Set New Record

WUS Week To Be April 16-21;
Beneficial To All Involved

The Pacific debate team scored
a record-setting triumph at the
Pi Kappa Delta National Speech
Tournament held in Carbondale
By BOB HUBER
Illinois last week. The tourney
The week of April 16-21 will be "WUS Week" on the Pacific
was attended by 1,000 students
from over 150 colleges. Pi Kappa campus. WUS actually stands for World University Service, and
Delta is a national honorary for the coordinator of the annual week this year is Merrilyn Gulley,
PSA Drives Commissioner.
ensics fraternity.
Both the U.O.P. men's and wo
World University Service is an*
men's squads received superiors association of students and pro
the highest possible rating, in fessors in institutions of higher
sweepstakes. The men scored 25 education who wish to share ma
out of a possible 25 points. This is terially, intellectually and spiri
the first time in the fifty year tually with their contemporaries
history of the tournament that throughout the world. The history
Dr. Emil Kroher, Chief of the
any team has recorded a perfect of WUS, since its beginning in Bavarian State Service for Politi
World War I, is the story of in cal Education will speak on "Edu
score
Both Pacific debate teams were numerable acts of mutual assist cation For Freedom — A German
undefeated, winning 16 straight ance.
Perspective" this Tuesday, April
debates. The men's team, D o u g
The World University Service 2, 7:30 p.m. in the Great Hall of
Pipes and Raoul Kennedy, were encourages and supports all ef Raymond College. The Studentone of three undefeated teams out forts on the part of the students, California Teacher's Association
of 95 competing. Additionally teachers, and others to meet the and the University of the Pacific
Pipes and Kennedy received the b a s i c n e e d s o f u n i v e r s i t i e s a n d Department of Education, in pub
Next year's AWS Board awaits installation. Pictured are, Sandy highest speaker ratings therefore c e n t e r s o f h i g h e r l e a r n i n g f o r licizing Dr. Kroher's visit, note his
Garrard, Pat Johnson, Ann Miller, Sue VVi.h, Claudia Olsen, Nancy making them the unofficial top their members, and to make them wide background of experience.
men's team at the tourney. The true communities and real centers This experience includes service
Herny, Gail Henderson, Laurie Ledden, and Kathy
women's
team, Linda Collins and of national and international life. in the German armed forces and
Last week UOP women voted Corresponding Secretary; Kathy J u d y R o s s , w e r e o n e o f t h e t w o
The WUS weeks helps UOP stu study at the Universities of Mu
for the AWS officers who will Wiley, Recording Secretary; Nan teams out of 61 competing in the
dents
broaden their outlook to the nich and Harvard.
cy
Henry,
Publicity
Chairman;
serve them for the next two sem
female division, to go undefeated
Dr. Kroher has also played an
esters. Claudia Olson, a Junior, Pat Johnson, Treasurer; and Gail The women also scored top in international scope of affairs. The
important part in founding the
slogan
of
World
University
Serv
Henderson,
Historian.
was elected President of the AWS
ratings thus giving U.O.P. a clean
ice is "help students to help them Federal Service Center for Politi
Board. Claudia has previously
The two appointed officers on sweep of debate.
selves
through World University cal Education. This agency has
served on the board as IAWS Rep the AWS Board have also been
Roger Randall did the virtually
the task of "inspiring, promoting,
Service."
resentative.
chosen. Karen Roemer will serve impossible when he won two sep
and sponsoring the education of
The
schedule
of
WUS
Week
Jennifer Knorr, also a Junior, as IAWS Representative, and Sue arate superiors: in discussion and
the German people to become re
will be the new 1st Vice Presi Wigh will be the new Big and in extempore speaking. Weldon events is as follows: April 16
sponsible citizens of a democratic
WUS
seminar;
April
17
—
ex
dent. Jennifer has served for two Little Sis Chairman.
Moss also scored a superior in
change dinners; April 18 — WUS nation."
years on the AWS Board a s
Attendance is not limited t o
The new officers will be formal oratory. The Pacific winning auction (7:30); April 21 — PennyPublicity Chairman and Corre
streak was rounded out by Jane
members of the Student-CTA and
ly
installed
at
the
Women's
Day
A-Minute
drive.
sponding Secretary. Other offi
Drobnick's good in discussion and
the education faculty.
(Continued on Page 2)
cers include: Laurie Ledden, 2nd Banquet sponsored by AWS some Judy Ross' good in extempore.
time
in
May.
Vice President; Sandy Garrard,

Political Educator
From Germany Talks
At Raymond April 2
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EDITORIAL

Pacific Has Another Asset
Can't See Trees For The Woods!

OOP's Oldest Rhizite
To Be Seen No More

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Pacific Students Need Inspiration
Letter To Editor

While reading John's editorial from last week I decided
An open letter to Bob Stewart and the Chapel committeethat Pacific has one more asset Which rarely receives the
Some people have been wondering aloud lately as to the e
of poor attendance at the Tuesday morning Chapel services pUS
attention it deserves. That asset is people. We have a variety
in answer to those queries as well as to express the heretT'
of students and faculty from all over the country each of
unpublished opinions of some Pacific students and faculty, I ad(i 01
whom contributes something to the campus. U.O.P. has
this statement to Rev. Stewart and his committee.
another group of students who have even more to offer.
It's fairly safe to assume that
Like the trees on our campus, we see these people every
no Pacific student really believes hear again the gospel of kindnes
day. Unlike the trees, it is sometimes difficult to appreciate
he is perfect, just as he knows perhaps in the words of Whittie
their contribution to the Pacific community. The foreign
that he doesn't use all of his abili who said,
"Love shall tread out the
ties to the fullest extent. But,
student, I admit, is not easily appreciated. The obstacles
when he comes to a Chapel serv baleful fire of anger,
which prevent understanding take some effort to overcome
And in its ashes plant
ice at Pacific expecting some spir
It isn't his fault alone that few American students know the
itual renewal he is subjected to an the tree of peace."
foreign student nor is this shortcoming completely our fault.
—Photo by Chris Petersen odd sort of pulpit defeatism, most
Marilyn Mayer
Rhizomia's oldest member at
Language barriers, limited knowledge of democracy and
ly on the part of our chaplain,
the differences between American social attitudes and those tended his last Homecoming in which accuses h i m week after Dear Editor:
November. James R. Zuck died on
This letter is in regard to ti
of their countries make it difficult for the foreign student November 11. The oldest Rhizite, week that he is rather lazy, not
spiritually
oriented,
and—a
fa
article
of the March 22nd issue (
to assimulate himself into campus life.. The normal desire who had not missed a Homecom
vorite term—unmotivated.
the Pacific Weekly concerning ti
of any minority group to congregate is often looked upon ing since World War II, entered a
We realize, Reverend Stewart, discrimination clauses in the co
as a direct attempt at isolation even though it is only a desire Masonic Home in 1956, having
that
such faults do exist here; and stitutions of sororities and fr
for belonging. Finally, there is the problem of where and been a member of Masonic Lodge we appreciate your recognition of ternities.
680, and a member of the Eastern
when we can meet these students.
We feel that the article shoul
Star. Before entering the home, them. Few people do.
I was surprised to find how open and honest the foreign Mr. Zuck was a public accountant
Aware as we are that our gen not have been printed without
eration is often materialistic and byline or explanation of editori
student is when confronted with questions on our o w n in Carmel.
I>olicy regarding the contents 1
James Zuck attended the Col shortsighted, that we should be
country and on his own. After a few "bull sessions" with
this article. But more importan
i
n
t
e
r
e
s
t
e
d
i
n
w
o
r
l
d
a
f
f
a
i
r
s
,
a
n
d
lege
of
the
Pacific
at
San
Jose
some of these students, it dawned on me that their ideas and
we object to the viewpoints e:
and graduated in the class of and that we must uphold certain
their backgrounds are the greatest contribution the foreign 1898. H i s survivors include a standards of honesty and justice pressed in this article.
(1) The article argues that th
students can make to Pacific. Some of the things which I nephew, George Arnold of Car on our campus, we also feel a
learned will never be printed in a text book or travel folder. mel, and two nieces living in San s t r a n g e l a c k o f v i s i o n i n y o u r p e r s o n w h o i s c o n c e r n e d w i t
addresses to us—and by this, I being a "good civil libertarian ..
The point is, the majority of college students have Francisco and San Jose.
mean the vision of a dynamic and forgets a fundamental freedomneither the time nor the interest to seek out foreign students
that in his personal life he is n<
unique Christianity.
and get to know them. Most of them live off campus and Second Program At
forced to accept anyone he dot
Anyone can exhort humanity
not wish to, regardless of his or
this doesn't help matters either. If we as a campus are to
to
be better than it is; anyone can
teria." However the banning c
benefit from what the foreign student can offer us (and Y" On Migrant
point out the myriad faults of a
discriminatory practices from coi
ultimately from what we can offer him) there must, be a Labor Problems
university community. But, not stitutions is made in regard t
natural inter-mixing, an easy one, which places no demands
Tonight Anderson Y will pre just anyone can exalt and inspire college approved living group
on either group. How this can be accomplished is the prob sent the second program in its mankind to seek noble goals and and therefore does not infring
lem. Club meetings, banquets and picnics have been tried series of "Social Problems and selfless lives in quite the way the upon the right of an individual'
the City." The program, scheduled great men of Christian history freedom to choose his ow
but they are far from natural.
to begin at 7:30, is in the form of could. No amount of varied ritual
What I'm really getting at is that there is another rea a panel discussion and is entitled or liberalized liturgies can equal friends.
(2) T h e article states "force
son lor building a student union on the Pacific campus. "The Future of Agricultural La- the conviction of a Saint Paul, the integration of fraternities an
profound gentleness of a Francis sororities should be challenge
A union would provide a place open to all students and free bor."
of Assisi, or the straightforward
Members
of
the
panel
will
in-1
irom anj' reputation as a gathering place for one particular
for what it is, an infringement 0
insight of a Peter Marshall, all of personal freedom." But the indii
type of student. It would provide the space in which this elude Mr. Robert Dunbar, mem
ber of the State Dept. of Public whom operated on the recurrent
intermixing could occur without a forced effort on the part Health; Rev. Granados, director suspicion that men can be lov idual would be more free withou
discriminatory practices becaus
or either the foreign or American students.
of the Tracy Neighborhood House able, great, and even divine.
he would be able to accept or rf
and a member of the Migrant
Chris Schott, News Editor
We, the Pacific community, are j e c t a p e r s o n o n q u a l i t i e s m o r

Council On Education Formed On Campus

A new and important council
has been formed on our campus.
The Student Council on Teacher
Education, initiated jointly b y
Martha Vernazza, President of
SCTA, and Dean Jantzen, head of
the School of Education, has held
two meetings since being formed
this month. Its membership con
sists of eleven students represent
ing six education courses, as well
as lower division students. This
council serves as a sounding
board for education students and

aims to establish a more positive
attitude toward the education
classes offered.
As its first project the council
is working on producing for all
education students an information
sheet explaining purposes a n d
content of all education courses,
depicting the relationships among
the courses, and how each course
functions as a part of the entire
program. The council's first two
meetings have been talk-back ses
sions with Dean Jantzen and edu
cation faculty members.

WMMEKLY

Ministry; Mr. Hoffman, a mem
ber of the California Farm Bu
reau; Mr. Marks, a local business
man; and a representative f r o m
the local union.
This series on agricultural
workers has attracted the interest
of the surrounding community,
especially many farmers w h o
consider this subject to be of
utmost importance to their liveli
hood.
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—
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The article came to us through
a national college news servicj
and its viewpoints are those 0
the Daily Californian (U.C. Bet
keley) reporter w h o wrote th<
story.
— Ed.

(Continued from Page 1)

TOY BOX

it* danc

important than race or religion.
(3) The article speaks of th
infringement o f "fundamenta
rights" of those who are discrim
inated against are just as i®
portant a s the "fundamenta
rights" of those who discriminatl
against them.
Val Horan and Judy Masoi

WUS Week

MODERN
PRESS

KSii;S„r;::;=;:::::r±r

AND ART SUPPLIES

SParcti'm's

FacmUrhStn^n, e T y F r i d a y d u r i n g t h e C o l l e g e y e a r b y t h e
O c t o b e r ->4 iq5 ! A s s o c i a t i o n . E n t e r e d a s s e c o n d - c l a s s m a t t e r
the Act of Ma'r'ch 3 ! U79°.St ° " * S l o c k , n n - California under

-r—, T

after all, not tireless, just as we
really don't hate each other so vio
lently as you asserted in a service
earlier this month. In our striving
to make what sense we can out
of this world we have inherited,
we should occasionally be grateful
to be uplifted instead of berated,
and inspired rather than down
graded—even if such inspiration
must come from a poet rather
than a priest. We should like to

HO 6-6195

The WUS auction is held eveflj
year and gives students aaJ^
living
portunity, through their
.tionft
groups and campus organic® ^ ^
to actively participate in W. 1
WEEK. The faculty also Part
pates by auctioning 0'f
Each living group will auctl°" lS
an activity such as a swim^
party, which will be bid on J ^
other living groups the nig
the auction.
is a
The Penny-A-Minute drive ^
chance for all girls to hav ^
extra hour Sunday, Apri
^ go
penny will be collected, up ^
cents, for every minute
stays out past her 11:00 ° w
WUS Week can be benefi
all participating.
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"Y" Films Provide For
An Exchange Of Views
By CRAIG HATHAWAY

Last week Anderson 'Y' pre
sented a program of films and
discussion that was entitled "Is
There a Farm Problem?" Five
films were shown during t h e
program, including a CBS-TV doc
umentary narrated by Edward R.
Murrow.
The subject of the program not
only attracted a large number of
students; but a segment of the
nearby farming community was
also in attendance. During t h e
discussion of the films, led by
Professor Price of the History
Dept., many of the farmers were
eager to express their feelings on
the subject of agricultural work
ers.
Two conclusions could be drawn
from the discussion. First, t h e
farmers, although armed w i t h
a good number of pertinent facts
gained from first hand experi
ence, showed a distinct lack of
empathy towards the agricultural
worker (e.g. "they are happy peo
ple"). Second, students who par
ticipated in the discussion seemed
to have this feeling of empathy,
but in general lacked concrete
facts to back up many of their
thoughts. There were, of course,
exceptions to each of these con
clusions, but on the whole this
was the pattern that emerged.
Many people are now looking
forward to the upcoming panel
discussion that will take place to
night in the 'Y'. This should pro
vide another opportunity f o r
people to gain a valuable know
ledge about this controversial
problem.

WORLD NEWS SUMMARY

Administration In Strategic Crises

President Kennedy returned to the U.S. last week after a three
day meeting in San Jose, Costa Rica with the presidents of five
Central-American countries. H e expressed both confidence a n d
optimism towards Latin America's desire to make the necessary
sacrifices for freedom and progress.
The Declaration of Central America, a result of the meeting,
contained agreements strengthening economic programs under the
Alliance for Progress and a Central American trading association.
In regards to Cuba, agreements were reached to form measures
to halt the flow of "money, agents, arms, and propaganda" from
Cuba. The Cuba agreements were noteworthy in their emphasis
on strengthening Latin America economically and socially in order
to fight Communism and not on plans for embargoes, blockades,
or invasions.
WHO'S BUILDING THE TFX?
Controversy continued to rage over the awarding of a govern
ment contract to General Dynamics Corp. to build a new fighter
aircraft, the TFX, for the Air Force and the Navy. The award is
being investigated by the Senate Subcommittee on Investigations,
headed by Senator John McClellan (D., Ark.). The controversy
stems from the fact that Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara
awarded the contract to General Dynamics even though a bid
submitted by Boeing Aircraft was lower, and was preferred by the
Air Force and the Navy.
Underlying the whole matter was the Issue of who makes the
ultimate decision In regards to U.S. defense measures and spending.
Secretary McNamara strongly believes that there has been too much
time and money wasted on weapons and research projects and not
enough spent on combat readiness.
ATOM BOMBS AND ALLIED PLANS
In a meeting of the NATO Council in Paris last week the West
ern Allies (excluding France) various proposals emerged, one urged
by the U.S. and the other by Britain. The U.S. plan calls for a
"multilateral" force made up of a nuclear navy manned by inter
national crews. Britain is calling for a "multinational" force made
up of present contingents of national crews, and manning existing
forms of defense, such as long range bombers of the U.S. and
Britain.
Meanwhile, France seemed to emphasize her withdrawal from
Allied planning by conducting a nuclear test In the Sahara Desert.
The test was followed by a stiff note of protest from the Algerian
Government, with whom France has an agreement to "utilize sites
in the Sahara." The agreement did not specify in what way France
was to utilize these sites.

SCHOLARLY
PAPERBACKS
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A
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STOCK

tifi

—Photo by Sven Pretorious

Personalities Ginny Kerber and Jim McDonald

Student Personalities Speak Out
On Independents, Freshmen
'When Covell women realize their potential power, the role
of the independent woman on campus will have meaning." The
words are those those of junior, debater, and junior Spur advisor,
Ginny Kerber, who is president of Pacific's largest independent
group, Covell Hall.
Upon arriving at Pacific three'*"
years ago as an English m a j o r , s t o p t r y i n g t o w o r k a r o u n d t h e
Ginny immediately saw the need divisions, but instead, incorporate
to enlarge the prestige and power them." Ginny sees great merit in
of independents on campus and to the living group representative
involve the independents in more system in the proposed revised
of campus life. Being in a posi constitution and hopes to see Co
t i o n o f l e a d e r s h i p f o r t h e p a s t vell Hall accept leadership.
year, Ginny has viewed the grow
But at the same time Ginny re
ing importance of Covell Hall.
alizes the power of living groups,
Even though she does agree she also campaigns for projects
that Covell is too large, Ginny which will aid not only the living
sees many advantages in the in groups, but also the whole of
dependent system. One such ad Pacific. She considers getting Co
v a n t a g e i s t h e v a r i e t y w h i c h vell women in student govern
Covell can offer its residents ment as much a part of her job
without the need for compulsion as looking out for Covell's best
in activities. "Covell has some interests.
Looking out for another group's
thing to offer every type of in
dividual woman resident and each interests is Freshman J i m Mc
woman may contribute her dis Donald, Business Administration
major, and presently president of
tinct talent to the dorm."
More control in the hands of the Freshman Class. Jim sees the
the women, more traditions, and need for the class government
more student participation a r e \ change. "Since the I' reshman
what Ginny visualizes for Covell class is the only class which acin the future. In the past, Ginny tually needs leadership to get its
has attempted to bring Covell wo feet on the ground, the system of
men more into campus life by en class representation is no longer
couraging better personal rela effective for the whole school."
t i o n s w i t h s t u d e n t l e a d e r s a n d To Jim, the proposed living group
system of representation has gen
with the Greeks.
"Every facet of activity at Pa uine merit.
Being leader of Pacific's most
cific revolves around the living
recent addition of students, Jim
groups, and therefore we m u s t
senses much enthusiasm, talent,
and spirit in the Freshman class.
But every group has its prob
lem. The Freshmen, according to
Jim, are too limited in their ac
tivities. "The Freshmen c o u l d
show much more of their spirit if
there were more all-school, in
formal functions."
Recollecting the Freshmen days
at the beginning of the year, Jim
analyzed the typical Freshman as
having two fears: making n e w
friends, and making good grades.
"One good thing about the first
few Freshman weeks at Pacific
was the friendliness of the upper
| classmen."
Even though he sees no definite
student government plans f o r
himself in the future, Jim has
lead the Freshmen in various ac
tivities this year including a rock
'n roll dance, and the bonfire.
Events coming up will involve
planning a rivalry day a n d a
2363 PACIFIC AVE.
Freshman street dance.
IIO 6-4388
Commenting on the proposal to
(Continued on Page 8)
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Pacific Previews

R O V I N G REPORTER

Glass Attendance: Mandatory Or Voluntary?

Joe College, 1963; His Basic
Characteristics Are Revealed

FRIDAY, March 29
Clinical Service conference
What other answer is there to the problem of class attendance
(Hansen)
By BOB HUBER
besides mandatory attendance? Do you feel there should be man
California History Institute
Just
who
is
the
male
college student and what are his charac
datory attendance?
AWS retreat
teristics? Is he depicted correctly in the eyes of the non-stude
Gayle Hightower, Soph, Spanish
SATURDAY, March 30
population? Curiously enough, there was very little reliable in
I think that students who have a 2.00 or
Clinical Service conference
formation available on the college scene today. So a studv wa
above should be allowed more cuts, but, those
(Hansen)
conducted.
that have difficulty with the subject or have a
California History Institute
A mass of brand new informal
"—low grade point, should be required to attend.
All Campus Spring Formal,
tion about male undergraduates ter types were the favorite with
PSA, 9 p.m.-l a.m.
is revealed in the new study, a 6 6 . 8 % r e s p o n s e . M o s t o f t h e
AWS retreat
"Male College Student Survey," cigar smokers preferred panatella
WRA high school playday,
conducted by the research firm, shapes. Half of the pipe smokers
Barbara-Anne Borland, Soph, Latin
9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Been Management Corporation, said they smoke five or less pipe.
I would say that the problem is solved if the
Quad F (Werner House) car
in cooperation with the Market fuls a week.
students are really interested in the classes. Since
wash, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Research Department of Playboy
Today's college man is far
they chose to come to college they should be SUNDAY, March 31
magazine.
from the "beatnik" type as evi
interested.
Involving a
Faculty piano recital, Shadbolt
denced by a high use of personal
sample size of
and
Switzler,
4
p.m.,
Conserv
grooming aids. 83.6% use afterVirgllio Contreras, Soph., Education
12,100 mail
atory
shave lotions; 72.8% shampoo;
I think that for those who are taking sciences
questionnaires,
69.3% hair dressing; 41.4% co!
Tri-Delta housemother's tea
it is necessary that they attend every class, bpt
the survey re
2-4
p.m.)
logne and 38.1% use powder or
history or political science majors should have
sults are based
talc.
MONDAY, April 1
their choice.
on final returns
"JOE'S" WARDROBE
Sigma Alpha Eta—Speech Cor
from more than
The typical "Joe College" ward
rection Club, banquet,
5,000 male stu
robe consists of 2.6 suits, 2 sports
6:15 p.m. Covell
dents from 72 U.
jackets, 6.5 pairs of slacks, 3.8
Doris Walker, Soph., Elem. Ed.
Senate meeting—7:30 p.m.
S. colleges and
pairs
of shoes, 6.2 dress shirts, 10
I think that everyone should go to class, TUESDAY, April 2
universities.
sport shirts, 1.1 top coat or over
I don't think they can get anything out of it
Home Band Concert
JOE COLLEGE,
coats, 1.4 other winter coats,.9
unless they do go. And I think that if the pro
Y film, City Without Wheels, 1963
raincoats, .7 dress hats, 4.7 sweat
fessor makes it interesting they will attend.
Lifelines, Breathless,
Joe College"
ers, 8.3 tie, .27 belt, 14.6 pairs of
3 and 7:30 p.m.
is 20.6 years old. Twelve chances lacks, 10 undershirts, 10.5 pairs
Dick Ward, Soph, Engineering
Chapel, 11 a.m.
out of a hundred, "Joe" is mar of undershorts.
I don't think there should be mandatory
Newman Club, 11 a.m.
ried. He spent $68 hi refurbishing
As to home entertainment,
attendance. You can't force anyone to learn.
Delta Upsilon — Alpha Kappa his back-to-campus wardrobe. It's there is a fifty-fifty chance that
If students don't go to class they will flunk out
Theta exchange, 6-8 p.m.
an even bet that he owns or has "Joe College" owns both a record
of school. Forcing an education defeats the pur
Student Recital (Phylis Nuez, full-time use of an automobile.
(Continued on Page 5)
pose of college!
soprano; Arietta Higgins,
Joe College" makes a point of
Mezzo;
being well-groomed and has al
Louise Longley, (soprano)
ready accumulated much of the
8:15 p.m.
Dinah Shaw, Frosh, Undecided
gear of the "good life."
SCTA, Dr. Emil Kroher, Great
No, I don't think there should be mandatory
The survey shows that 62.4%
Hall, 7:30 p.m.
ciass attendance. You should be adult enough
of today's male students live on
Movie, The Hereford Story,
to know when to go to classes without being told
campus and 29.3% belong to
Santa Gertrudis Breed,
social fraternity.
for study's sake
Rm. 211, Ad., 3:30 p.m.
As to outside jobs, the study
The Paris Honors Program. A
WEDNESDAY, April 3
ten-month academic program for
shows that 52.8% of the male col
superior juniors and a few ex
Band Tour
lege students work during the
ceptional sophomores. Includes
Rugby-U of Cal, J.V. (there)
full liberal arts curriculum under
summer only, while 30.3% work
French professors, opportunities
Alpha Chi Omega—Phi Kappa both during the summer and
for study in the University of
Tau exchange (6-8 p.m.)
Paris,
intensive French, resi
school year. 14.6% do not work
dence with Parisian families or
at all.
THURSDAY, April 4
in student homes, field study,
ocean passages. Cost: $2,475.
Band Tour
W h e n asked about alcoholic
Intermediate French and at least
beverage consumption, 66.8% of
AAUP meeting, 4:00 p.m.
B average required.
AWS Convocation, Inside the all male undergraduates respond
Other programs in Vienna and
ed affirmatively. Moreover, 60.5%
Peace Corps-Morocco, Here
in Freiburg, West Germany. For
more information on all pro
We Come, Prof. Rom Lanoau, drink beer, 25.3% wine, and 50%
grams, write (giving name of your
liquor.
11 a.m.
college and year in school) to:
The chances that the college
The Institute
male
smokes are fifty-fifty. The
Section Five Winner
of European Studies
survey further revealed that
Admissions Office
Of WRA Tournament smoking preferences are: 41.8%
35 E. Wacker Drive • Chicago 1, III.
The winner of this spring's cigarettes, 11.9% cigars, and 14.8%
pipes.
WRA volleyball tournament has
Among cigarette smokers, fil
been announced. Section 5 of
Covell is the champion of t h e
winners' playoff and Section 3
of Covell is the winner of the
loser's competition.
Sixteen teams participated
from the various women's living
groups. Mary Brown of Theta
SAY IT BEST
was in charge of the tournament.
Connie Wilson of Tri-Delta re
f r o m
ports that there was very enthu
siastic participation from all the
living g r o u p s .
WsLL , TELL U5 SOMSTHlh/G APOUT FRATERNITY
LIFE. SON -WMEM 15 YOUR'PLEPGE

PARIS...

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

FLOWERS

Avenue Flower Shop

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

New Professor Joins
Dept. Of Chemistry
Dr. Donald K. Wedegaertner, a
native of Kingsburg, Calif., has
joined the Department of Chem
istry, replacing Dr. Hugh Wadman, who will join the Raymond
College faculty.
Dr. Wedegaertner comes to
Pacific from the University of
Iowa, where he was a post-doctor
al assistant to an international
authority on organic reaction
mechanism and stereochemistry.

2 3 6 4 P A C I F I C AVE.

Now Appearing...

H O 6-4171

1 0 % D I S C O U N T O N F L O W E R S FOR T H E DANCE
W I T H PSA C A R D

Fresh from the Gary Moore Show . . .
DON SCHUMACHER, on banjo
Every Friday Night!

G

faclf Hanna M usic inc .

•I
GR 7-6141

STRAW HAT
6264 PACIFIC AVE.

GRanlte HI-FI STEREO TV
7-0082
6130 Pacific Avenue!

I'
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Stanford Holds Conf. On
Education In The Americas
Stanford University will be the
scene of the "Educational Invest
ment in the Pacific Community"
conference on March 28-30. The
University of the Pacific will be
represented by Dean J. Marc Jantzen, Dr. Afshar, and Dr. Pedro
Osuna all from the School of Edu
cation, and Dr. W. N. Potter, Dean
of Graduate School.
Dean Jantzen, a member of the
planning commission, will also be
a chairman of one of the discus
sion groups. According to Dean
Jantzen the purpose of this con
ference will be to study the role
of education in social, economic
and political development of the
Pacific community countries bor
dering the United States.
The conference is being cosponsored by the American Asso
ciation of Colleges for Teacher
Education and the Comparative
Education Society. Noted speak
ers scheduled for the program
are: Chancellor Alexander
Spoehr, Center for Cultural and
Technical Interchange between

Joe College

• Continued from Page 4)
player and a table model radio.
Questioned as to what maga
zines he prefers, "Joe" chooses
them In this order: Playboy,
Time, Life, Sports Illustrated, and
Saturday Evening Post.
This survey depicts "Joe Col
lege, 1963." Chances are he has

a replica on this campus.

Cigarettes And Singers
Ad. Posed At UOP
The UOP conservatory has
made the big time! Anyone who
has seen the March issue of The
Saturday Evening Post probably
noticed on the back cover, the
Brothers Four posing for a well
known brand of cigarettes.
At second glance he probably
saw that they were siting on the
steps of the Pacific conservatory.
Walking out of the door is Sue
East and West, University of Ha
waii: Paul Hoffman, Director,
Special Fund, United Nations.

P.E. Teacher, Miss Meyer Is
Students who are part of Proj This Week's Faculty Personality

Dinner This Sunday
At Top Of The "Y"

ect Amigos are planning a work
Sitting on the other side of a desk, with a fun-loving smile on
trip to Tijuana, Mexico, during
Easter Vacation. They will offer I her deeply tanned face, I found Miss Doris Meyer. Miss Meyer
a Mexican dinner to the entire has been teaching P.E. at Pacific for seven years. She obtained
campus this Sunday, March 31. her master's degree from the University of California, and previ
According to Harriet Yoshida and ously taught at the University of Texas.
Miss Meyer, who is an avide
Sue Whitman, co-chairmen f o r
the dinner, a donation of $1 will skier, feels that the physical fit
ness craze that is so popular has
be asked for the meal.
a good thought behind it. S h e
The dinner will be held at the went on to say, "since our culture
top of the 'Y' between 5:30 and is changing from one of work to
7:30 in the evening and is entitled one of automation this fad is a
"Oh Que Rica Comida!" Students good stimulus for exercise." But
who attended Pacific last year her opinion on the 50 mile hikes is
will remember the Mexican din that they are "ridiculous!"
ner put on by work project stu
Miss Meyer feels that the main
dents going to Mexicali, Mexico.
weakness at Pacific's P.E. depart
ment is the lack of adequate lead
Auld, Pacific Co-ed, followed by ership, especially with the girls.
the arm of Ned Benedict, Pacific Miss Meyer is responsible for
student.
coaching the girls in almost all
The picture was taken last sports.
Last weekend Miss Meyer took
semester when the Brothers Four
appeared on campus. The stu a group to a gymnastic conference
—Photo by Sow Prrtorioui
dents received $1.00 for the honor at Keno. After being kidded a 11
week for going to Reno, she had
of being in the advertisement.
the good fortune of getting stuck
halfway up D o n n e r Summit.
(Maybe they just needed a little
extra time to get some g a s
money, or was the road really
closed?) Now she is really being
teased.

CHALLENGING JOB OPPORTUNITIES FOR TECHNICAL AND
NON-TECHNICAL STUDENTS IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT
PACIFIC TELEPHONE
INTERVIEWING
APRIL 2

CLASS OF '64 (UPPER HALF ONLY), AND MASTER'S
CANDIDATES. GET A HEAD START ON YOUR FUTURE

Although Miss Meyer has a re
markable sense of humor, she be
comes very serious when speak
ing about her job. She feels that
P.E. is the best medium to reach
students, because there are not
the confines of a classroom. "It
is a time when both student and
teacher are in an Informal situa
tion." She added with a smile, "It
may sound corny as the dickens
but I love my job!"

Pitmitigs
Helen Stebblns of Gamma Phi
Beta to Tony Albasio, Phi Sigma
Kappa.
Jullanne Zietan. Covell Hall to
Louis Englehorn, A.K.L.

FESTIVAL

ART THEATRE
2222 PACIFIC AVE.

STANLEY KRAMER

BURT LANCASTER
JUDY GARLAND m
u unforgettable
motion picture!

A
CHILD
IS
WAITING
— P L U S—

SIGN UP NOW AT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE ® PACIFIC TELEPHONE
Part of the nation-wide Bell System, world leader ^'communications • An equal opportunity employer

SUNDAY MATINEE
STUDENTS $1.00
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HUBER'S HIGHLIGHTS

Disclosure Of New Coach Near;
Three Candidates Head The List

Van Sweet's Golfers
Should Make A Better
Showing This Season
UOP golfers this year, accord

By BOB HUBER
ing to Coach Van Sweet, are more
Within the next few days the disclosure of the new experienced and should make
Tiger basketball mentor should be announced. Previously, better showing than last year.
athletic director Dr. Paul Stagg said the new coach would In competition at this time, Van
used these six players: Ernie Se
be named by April 1.
gale, Jr.; Don Fields, Frank Bear
There are at least 40 applications for the job on file
den, A1 Fagundes, James Du
and several coaches have been interviewed. The three lead Mond, and John Ball. The other
ing candidates for the position appear to be: Ernie Marco- three players that could easily
pulos of Stockton College; Bob Brock of Wabash College, b r e a k i n t o t h e s t a r t i n g s i x a r e
Tom Strain, Gene Flynn, and Bill
and Jim Padgett of San Jose City College.
Fruehling.
A group of Pacific alumni in the San Jose area are
promoting the candidacy of Jim Padgett of the San Jose Tiger golfers play an indepen
dent schedule that includes San
City College Paguars. Rooting on behalf of Marcopulos, Jose State, the best of their oppo
Stockton College Coach, are local fans and alums.
nents and one of the top teams in
However, an accurate pipeline informs me that Bob the state. There is not an official
Brock, head coach at Wabash College for nine years, ap W.C.A.C. league, although there
is a tournament at the end of the
pears at this time to have the inside track for the job.
season.
—Photo by Sven Pretorlous
LEO AND JACK BREAK RECORDS
In a golf match two players
Clay
Clement,
Bob
Marconi
and
Ted
Wat
kins
This past basketball season two individual school rec match up as a team and play two
ords were broken. Junior center Leo Middle ton established of the opposition. This is scored ATHLETES OF WEEK
a new field goal percentage mark, hitting on 46.5 per cent on both a man on man, and team
of his shots. The old mark of 43 per cent was set by Clyde versus team level. The man who
wins the first nine gets one point;
Conner in 1954. Conner is now a regular end on the San the second nine is also worth one
brancisco Forty-Niner professional football team.
point. The total eighteen winner
Jack Schalow, a junior and co-captain of the team, set is awarded one point in addition.
a new Pacific personal foul record of 99. The previous rec Thus 3 points is maximum on man
The "Athlete of the Week" spotlight shines this week on stars
versus man.
ord of 95 was held by Nick Romanoff and set in 1954.
from three of Pacific's spring sports. The athletes are Bob Mar
The teams play for a possible coni representing baseball, Clay Clement representing swimming,
Members chosen by the Pacific hoop varsity in their nine
point. If one team wins the
all-opponent team for the 1962-63 season are: Steve Gray, front nine, the back nine and then and Ted Watkins representing Track.
Looking first at the basebaIR
—
St. Mary's; Bob Warlick, Pepperdine; John Tresvant, Seattle; the eighteen, it can pick up the scene, Bob Marconi, in the game
total nine points and shut out the against the University of Califor Wednesday set two new school
Eddie Miles, Seattle; and Harry Dinnell, Pepperdine.
marks in the 200 and 500 y a r d
opposition.
Three Bengal hoopsters were placed on the All-WCAC
nia last week, defeated the power
With
three
teams,
the
total
pos
ful Golden Bears almost single- freestyle events'. His times were
honorable mention list recently. These three men are Leo
sible points are thus 27, and 14 handed. The 20 year old phar 1:57.9 and 5:31.7 for the events,
Middleton, Dick Davey, and Bill Wilson. Congratulations, points are needed to cinch the
macy major gave up only three respectively.
hoopmen!
victory.
hits during the contest, but gain
(Continued on Page 8)
RUGGERS NINTH
ed those back by nabbing three
for himself to give the Tigers an
The ruggers placed ninth at the Monterey Tournament Mermen Drown SF
impressive 3-2 victory.
out of sixteen squads last weekend. They were just barely
According to Bob, "Our club
edged out by the University Club of Los Angeles (UCLA) Olympic Club;
was up for the game, and it is a
which ended up capturing fourth place. The Stanford In Mealiffe Tops Record good feeling to defeat a big
dians won the tournament by walloping the Vancouver, B.C.,
sports school like Cal." He also
The Pacific mermen handed the pointed out that the team played
Kats, by a 22-0 margin in the eighty minutes of play.
Olympic Club of San Francisco
The ruggers are to be commended for their excellent a 71-23 loss last Saturday at the well on defense with particular
spirit, and their desire to make the Pacific name heard and local pool. The Tigers won all but emphasis on the outstanding per
formances of Dick Davey a n d
respected on the rugby field.
two first places with Clay Clem Eric Jacobs.
The teams that competed in the tournament were Kats e n t w i n n i n g t w o e v e n t s i n t h e A teammate of Bob's comment
Club of Vancouver, B.C., Pomona College, Fullerton JC, 200 and 500 yard freestyle events. e d t h a t " h i s p e r f o r m a n c e w a s
Pat Mealiffe also starred for
Western Washington College, Monterey Peninsula Ramblers, Pacific with a new school record terrific, especially under the con
San Diego State, University Club of Berkeley, San Diego in the 100 yard freestyle with a ditions." He went on to say that
"Bob was suffering from a sore
Goldens, San Francisco Olympic Club, Oregon, USC, Univ. time of :50.4.
arm, but he really came, through
of Pacific Club, University Club of Los Angeles, Santa Clara, The win boosted the Tiger rec in good shape."
ord to 5 wins and 3 losses for the
Oregon State and Stanford.
The 6' 5" hurler plans to enter
seaons. After meeting with t h e
into retail pharmacy after gradu
ROY INVITED TO BOWL
California Aggies on Tuesday,
Pacific tackle Roy Williams, the number two draft Pacific will travel to Chico State ation, but he expresses a secret
desire to play ball for the New
-A. rUcajrve cf
choice of the Detroit Lions, has been invited to play in the t o d a y t o t r y a n d i m p r o v e t h e York Yankees. If Bob continues
The most enchanting new ring
third annual All-America Bowl June 29 at Buffalo, New season record. The meet will be to have a sore but effective arm,
style in fifty years! Sweeping
gin at 4:00.
York.
he just might fulfill his desire.
lines across your finger — the
diamond shown brighter than
When asked about the upcom
Roy has accepted the bid in the bowl that invites gradu
ever before. From $115. Match
ing race in the WCAC, Bob re
ating seniors considered among the top sixty All-America
ing bride's circlet $25. See them
marked
"We
are
now
rounding
today!
players in the country. Roy is a good example of the Pacific
into shape and with hitting a n d
-Trade Mirk
Rings enlarged to show detail.
tradition of high caliber football players.
pitching improving daily, and a

Marconi, Clement, Watkins Star
In Spring Sports Last Week

Bob Marconi Wins For Tigers
Bob Marconi, a pharmacy ma
jor, had the correct prescription,
and led the Tigers past the Uni
versity of California at Berkeley
last week. Marconi, who has been
bothered by arm trouble, allowed
only 3 hits and 3 walks in the
3-2 win. In the third inning Bob
had a lot of stiffness in his arm
and almost left the game. But
he kept pitching and threw better
as the game progressed.
The Tigers showed a good hit
ting attack for the second game
in a row, collecting 11 hits off
Dave Myers, Cal's third-line pitch
er.
Duane Isetti, a senior, led the

sluggers with 3 hits and had one
run batted in. Marconi a l s o
proved to be a double threat, get
ting three hits also. One of these
was a double.
The horsehiders collected one
run in the third inning on Mar
coni's single, followed by Dan
Beck's single and Jacobs' sacri
fice fly.
Pacific won with two runs in
the seventh. Marconi singled; Er
nie Zermeno sacrificed him t o
second; Eric Jacobs singled Mar
coni home and went to second on
the throw to the plate. Then Iset
ti singled across the deciding run.
(Continued on Page 7)

Spring
Vacation!

CLEAN
YOUR
VACATION
TOGS
NOW
at
DRIVE-IN

CLEANERS
1603 PACIFIC AVE.
HO 3-4952

victory over USF this Saturday,
we will take the WCAC cham
pionship going away."

BORELLI

CLEMENT SETS TWO
JEWELERS
RECORDS
Turning the spotlight to swim 2043 PACIFIC AVE. HO 2-2443
ming, Clay Clement in the excit
ing meet with San Jose State last
Authorized - A r t c a r v e d Jeweler

EAT, DRINK AND BE MERRY
-at-

" E END ZONE

— The Sociable Meeting Place —
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Ruggers Fare Well At Monterey;
They Are A Credit To Pacific

Cal Baseball Win

Competing with such schools as USC, Stanford, University of
Oregon and Oregon State, Pacific's Rugby Club participated in the
Fifth Annual Monterey Peninsula Rugby Tournament last weekend.
Although they didn't make the finals, in which Stanford whip
ped the Kats from British Columbia, 22-0, the general concensus of
opinion was that Pacific lost only on the scoreboard and not on
the field. Playing three games, almost in succession, the Black
Knights were defeated by USC, 6-0, defeated the Fullerton Athletic
Club, 13-3, and lost to the University Club of Los Angeles by a deci
sion of the touch and field judges at the end of an overtime period
when the score was tied at 3-3.
Although it rained heavily dur-4ing the first game against USC, ber of the Pacific Sociology De
the Pacific Ruggers took the op partment and also sponsor of the
portunity to warm up and begin Rugby team, summed the game
working together as a unit. Ru up with the statement, "They
mor had it that USC had at least (USC) got all the breaks."
three members of their R o s e
Fullerton, unlike USC, lacked
Bowl football team playing f o r
them but Pacific succeeded in the finesse and skill required for
keeping the team away from Pa Rugby and used sheer brutality
cific's goal for most of the game. to make up for the deficit. The
The only two scores came on very fact that Fullerton tried to
penalty kicks by USC. Jack Ma beat Pacific with their strength
son, a former rugger and mem

(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued from Page

AS A GAL SEES SPORTS

6)

PACIFIC

Beck, 2b
Jacobs, lb
Isetti, cf
Davey, c
Billecci, rf ...
Severns, 3b ...
Fruz^a, If
Marconi, p
Totals

AB
4
5
5
3
D
3
4
4
38

R

H

0
1

2

2
2
3
0
1
0
0
3

3

11

R

H

0

0

0
0

0
0

0

CALIFORNIA
Alton, 2b
Bowley, lb ..
Morton, cf ...
Hoover, 3b ...
Cosso, If
Parsons, rf ..
McCarn, ss ..
Barney, c
Myers, p
Sullivan, 2b
Epstein, If ..
Diamond, c

AB
2
3
3
4
2
4
4
3
4
2
2
0

Totals ....

33

0
0
0
0
0

1
0
1

0
0
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0

1
1

0
0

0
0
0
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No A.F.R.O.T.C.?

Track Meets Are Interesting;
Varied Events Keep Your Att'n.
By NANCY MacALLlSTER
As I lay by the side of the pool with the warm sun beating
down on my back, my mind suddenly doesn't want to function when
the subject turns to this week's sport in the spotlight—track. But
since spring and track go hand in hand, I guess I'll just have to
concentrate as best I can.
I discovered, while talking to people at the pool about track,
that many girls have never even seen a track meet. That is really
a shame, because a track meet will keep your constant attention
with all its varied events.
4
—
There are two types of events
In
the
preliminaries,
which
are
in a meet—field and track. The
f i e l d e v e n t s a r e t h o s e w h i c h a r e used to narrow the field of par
held primarily on the field inside ticipants down somewhat, each of
of the track. These are the high the men entered in the field
jump, broad jump, shot put, dis events, except the high jump and
cus, javelin, pole vault and hop, pole vault, get four tries at their
step and jump. The events that specialty, be it discus, broad jump
are classed as track events are the or any other. In the finals the top
100-yard dash, 220-yard dash, 440- four men in the preliminaries get
yard dash, 880-yard run, one and three more tries with their best
two mile runs and the 220-yard one taken to be counted in the
competition.
and 330-yard hurdles.
In the high jump and pole vault
For those of you who don't un
derstand what the field events are the men each get three tries at
I will try to give a short explana successively greater heights. I f
tion of each. The high jump is the they do not make the height in
one where the men jump over a three tries, the last height they
bar, which gets progressively make goes down as their best.
higher, without the aid of a pole
Some names you might recog
or anything but their own inertia. nize that appear on Pacific's 15The pole vault, on the other hand, man squad are Ted Watkins (high
is much higher, and a pole is used j u m p a n d h i g h h u r d l e s ) , B i l l
to vault the man over the bar. The McBride (high jump and broad
b r o a d j u m p a n d h o p , S t e p a n d jump), Aaron Youngblood (low
jump are similar in that a running hurdles), Gary Courtwright (one
start leads to a long jump which and two-mile runs), Bruce Phil
is measured. The hop, step and lips (440-yard dash), Eddie Simas
jump is exactly what it is called. (220-yard dash), and all-around
The runner takes a running start, man, Cameron Doyle who quite
then hops, steps and then jumps. often participates in the 100-yard
His distance is measured from the and 220-yard dashes, shot put,
point where he begins his hop.
javelin and discus events in o n e
meet.
WEIGHT EVENTS
This season's track team, al
The shot put, discus and javelin
though lacking hi depth, is show
(all are called weight events) in
ing some real good results, taking
volve throwing objects as far as
eight first places in their l a s t
possible. The shot is a 16-pound
meet. If you've never seen a track
iron ball and the javelin looks like
meet, why not come on out and
a spear, both of which are heaved
give the fellows a look. Their
from over the shoulder. The dis
next home meet is against Whitcus is a round flying-saucer type
worth College this Tuesday at
of object that is thrown by hold
1:30. And for those of you who
ing it like guys carry their books
will be spending your vacation at
under their arm, spinning around
Tahoe or Reno (lucky!), they'll be
in a circle and releasing it, hope in Reno on April 6. Why not stop
fully in the right direction.
by and give them some well-de
The scoring of a meet is similar served Support? Believe me, I
to that used in swimming meets, wish I could!
which I described earlier. All the
events except the relay are scored
PACIFIC SPORTS
five, three and one for first, sec
PREVIEWS
ond and third place, respectively.
SWIMMING
Friday, March 29
Chico State—Chico (4:00)
Friday, April 5
Grand Duchy of Lux. Mar. 29,
Cal Poly—San Luis (8 p.m.)
1963—The American Student In
BASEBALL
formation Service, celebrating its
Friday, March 29
6th Anniversary, w i l l a w a r d
S.F. State—Home (1:00)
TRAVEL GRANTS to first 1500
Saturday, March 30
applicants. ASIS is the only au
U.S.F.—San Francisco
thorized organization offering ap
Tuesday, April 2
proved summer jobs in Europe, on
Stanford—Stanford (3:00)
a large scale, to U.S. students.
3,000 paying summer jobs (some
offering $190 monthly) are avail
able. Jobs include working in
Swiss resorts, on Norwegian
farms, in German factories, at
construction sites in Spain, and at
summer camps in France.
Send $1 for a 20-page Prospec
tus, complete selection of Euro
pean jobs, Job Application, han
MARC
JANTZEN, JR.
dling and airmail reply. Write,
MUTUAL FUND
naming your school, to: Dept. T.,
ASSOCIATES, Inc.
ASIS, 22 Ave. de la Liberte, Lux
embourg City, G.D. of Luxem
bourg. The first 8000 inquiries re
2726 Pacific Ave.
ceive a $1 coupon towards the pur
HO 2-8894
chase of the new student travel
book, Earn, Learn and Travel in
Europe.
Adv

JOBS IN EUROPE

Go A.F.O.T.S.!
These letters stand for Air Force Officer Train
ing School—the gateway to an Air Force career
for ambitious college men who didn't have the
chance to enroll in AFROTC.

the Aerospace Team. You'll be serving voia
country while you get a flying headstart on
an exciting career.
The U.S. Air Force is at the forefront of every
vital new technological breakthrough of the
Aerospace Age. It sponsors one of the world's
most advanced research and development
programs—and you can be part of it.

OTS is a tough course. But it's a great oppor
tunity—one that may not always be available.
If you're within 210 days of graduation, we
welcome your application now. We can't guar
antee that we'll be able to in a year.
OTS is open to both men and women. For
As an Air Force officer, you'll be a leader on information, see your local recruiter.

U.S. Air Force

MUTUAL
FUNDS
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'Great Hew Frontier
Is People', Says U.N.
Speaker George

(Continued from Page 1)
apart from the value of their pos
sessions.
Such newly-emerging peoples of
Africa and Asia now realize that
they can be better than they are;
they want to know us and we
can't shrug them off. We can no
more speak of the poor under
developed countries of the world
and think of ourselves as t h e i r
savior, for these peoples are ris
ing to meet us, and we must take
a new look at our interdepen
dence.
Dr. George cited the missile
instance as an example of our
desperate interrelatedness. A 11
the components for our citadel of
defense—the missile—are f r o m
the natural resources of these
"underdeveloped" nations. Thus
we need their market as much as
they need our respect.
In a final pulling together of
all her ideas, Dr. George sug
gested the solution to the prob
lems of lack of understanding and
interrelatedness — the U n i t e d
Nations. Here, in a world organi
zation, the newly-emerging na
tions can demand the respect and
dignity they seek, and at the same
time we can use the United Na
tions as a "school for leadership"
in democracy. And both of us
after considering the concept of
people will realize the significance
and potential of the United Na
tions phrase, "We the peoples of
the world."

Where Is It?
What Is It?

Weekly Staffers
Go To Confab
(Continued from Page 1)

—Photo by Sven Pretorious

Dr. Dale To Recount
Experiences In Public
Service At Chapel
Recounting his varied experi
ences as a public official and the
willing confidante of students
over the years, Dr. Alfred S. Dale
will speak at Chapel next Tues
day.
According to Dr. Dale, his earli
er days included "roughing up"
by thugs in political life, a n d
many other experiences which
made of his life "Never a Dull
Moment," the subject of h i s
Chapel talk.
Included in his past experiences
are service as state treasurer of
a mid-western state, executive sec
retary to a governor, auditor for
a state board which controlled a
state university and six colleges,
attorney for the Veterans Admin
istration, and field auditor for the
U.S. Department of Agriculture.

egates will revolve around a night
banquet at the Miramar Hotel,
and a visit to Mardi Gras festivi
ties at UCLA.
Saturday will be a continuation
of panels with two more discus
sion groups, one concerning op
portunities after college journal
ism, and the other entitled, The
Future of Journalism. Seminars
in various fields of journalistic
endeavors and open group discus
sions geared to particular prob
lems of staff members will follow
on Saturday.
Closing general session of the
convention on Saturday afternoon
will include election of officers for
the coming CIPA year. Presenta
tion of these new officers w i l l
take place at the Awards Ban
quet in the Satellite Room of the
Miramar. A second visit to the
UCLA Mardi Gras activities will
be the culmination of the conven
tion.
Staff members leaving o n
Thursday for the meeting are:
John Stag Hanson, editor-in-chief;
Chris Schott, news editor; Sharon
Alexander, associate editor; Vicki
Ortegren, feature editor; a n d
Nancy Smith, reporter.
As an attorney, he has appeared
before the Supreme Court and has
advised many young people con
cerning legal problems.

Registrar Lists Applicants For Degrees
(Continued from Page 1)

Norseth, Patricia Anne; Nusz, Phyllis
Jane

Caffee, William B. E., Jr.; Carver, Jo
Olds, Steven James; Olson, Jay Carl
anne Carol; Canepa, Delsie Louise; Cartwright, Elizabeth Charlotte; Cheek, San ton; Owens, Carol
dra Lee; Cleland, Larry Scott; Clowes,
Edward ('.; Combs, Carol Lee; Cornett,
Parsons, Kendall Joseph; Peirano.
Christopher; Covey, Eileen; Cowger, Donna Alene Marie; Pico, Edward
Charles
Floyd; Porterfield, Liana Fowler; Proc
tor, Marilyn Joyce; Pross, Allen Lowell;
Dal Porto, Jean Ann; DeLong, David Pyne, Mary Eleanor; Ranson, Ronald
George,
Jr.; Reed, Michael W.; RishLindsay; Delucclii, Betty Cheadle; Dietz,
Claudia Louise; Drobnick, Jane Ermine; wain, Anthony Benjamin; Roberts, Har
riet
Edith;
Robinson, Sally Ann; Roder
Dyson, Kendall Leonard
ick, Jean Claire; Rodriquez, Hesequio,
Jr.; Rowe, Marie M.; Russell, Bonnie
Edelman, Susan G.; Elliott, Jeryldine Jane
M. H.; Eltringham, Arlene Jean; Epler, Charlotte; Brickson, Ethelwynne
Salih, Halil Ibrahim; Salvetti, Doris
Karen
Anne; Sampson, Lois Fay; Sauers, Rob
Fannin, Bryant; Fazeli, Marcia Jean; ert Leroy? Schimpf, Marcia Pauline;
Fernandez, Rosa; Formusa, Rosalie Mad- Schlange, Margret Johanne; Serbo, Rico
aline; Forlow, Patricia Louise; Funke, Frank; Settle, Janet; Sickels, Ruth Shar
on; Silvaggio, Thomas J.; Smith, Craig
William Frederick
Michael; Smith, Dow Cleghorn; Starling,
Gale, Phillip; Gamble, John Virgil; Thomas John; Stellman, John Bilgcr;
Garcia, Leonardo Antonio; Gardner, Stephen, Tanya Gail; Stikes, Gregory
Richard Philip; Gates, Wanda; Gayton, Wayne; Stinson, Randi Mae; Stith, Mio
Thomas S.; Gilliam, Judith Anne; Glahn, Diann; Stocker, Charles Lincoln; StrathGeorge Andrew, Jr.; Graeser, Catherine; man, Betty Elaine; Studer, Kenneth
Richard
Griffin, Pamela; Godi, Joyce Stone
Haapala, Margaret; Hancock, Joel Ca
sey, III; Hanham, Kay Shakel; Harmon,
Linda Bess; Harper, Arlene F.; Harper,
Carol Ann; Hart, Elizabeth Betty; Harton, Martha Dowdle; Hechler, Peter Da
vid; Heibel. Helen Ruth; Henander,
Richard Louis; Hoge, J. Hampton, III;
Hood, Kathleen Lohans; Horan, Valerie
Marie: Horst, James R.; Hotta, Richard
Tadashi;; Howell, Carolyn Jane; Huang,
Stephen; Hughes, Marilyn Jeanette;
Hutchinson, Linda Ray
Ing, Winston
Eugene

W.

S.; Isetti,

Duane

Jacobs, Karl William; Johnson, Ralph
Roosevelt, Jr.; Jones, Lauren Graber;
Jordan, Julie
Kapenzi, Geoffrey Zwirikunzeno; Kent,
Ivar; Kim, Eunice Yoo Sook; Kirschenmann, Patricia Ann; Klein, C u r t i s
Neale: Knight, Lela Jane; Kutzer, Wil
liam Foley; Kwon, Arlene

Saukerson, Stephen
rabandhu, Kamthorn

Louis; Sukuma-

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
Attaway, Carol Jean; Browne, Bruce
S.; Coleman, Beverly Jeanne; Decker,
Margaret Kathleen; Drown, Peter Chur
chill
Harvey, Elizabeth Lockey; Jones, Ron
ald Eldred; Katzakian, Gerald Allan;
Leasure, Halbert Larry; Martin, Mary
June; Milligan, Thomas Ray; Pagett,
John Mason; Spears, Charles Lee; Stone,
Malcolm Arthur; Tyrell, Larry Clint;
Werts, Glenna Diane

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN ENGINEERING
Alexander, Dean George; Clack, Philip
D.; Carr, Christopher Lance; Dumyati,
Salah K.; Leonard, William K.; Par
sons, Rollo; Porter, Keith J.; Segerdell,
John Clifford

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN PHARAMACY DEGREE

Archer, Gary Norton; Borris, William
Michael; Brutsche, Howard Jerome;
Tan, James L. C.; Tarr, Donald La- Clark, Charles Edward; Culbert, Michael
zelle, Jr.; Taylor, Carolyn Jean; Tay Joseph
lor, J. Monroe C.; Taylor, Nancy Ann;
Tennant, Nancy Lee; Thompson, Caro
De Ranieri, Dino Reginald
lyn Keller; Thompson, Gwen Lee;
Thompson, Nancy Jean; Thorns, Penny
Faxon, Charles Kinsey; Fong, Terrence
S.; Tiscornia, Laurianne; Tubbs, John Lee
Perry; Turner, George Ronald; Tuttle,
James Arthur
Hanson, Neil M.; Harmon, Charles
Michael; Hill, Monte J.; Hinman, Gary
Ueda, Jerry Y.
Leon; Hogan, Michael Brian; Hoogendyk, John
Vaughn, Eugene Gary; Vaughn, Eugene
Kane, James R.; Koe, Max .B; LindWayne; Volz, Fredrick Anthony, Jr.
quist, Carole Marcia; McAtee, Marilyn
Waldie, Wendy Anne; White, Eliza Gail; Peterson, Gordon Ernest; Priuska,
beth Ann; White, Frances Jeanette; Wi- Roy E. L.
ler, Gary Albert; Williams, Patricia Su
Sarlis, Speros T. Milton; Shannon,
san; Wilson, Robert Douglas; Wilson,
Gary Wayne; Soares, William A.; SteiSally Ann; Woodbridge, Mary
ner, Herbert Charles; Stockton, Gary
Yearout, Doris Jean; Youngbood, Grant; Treude, Garth C.; Vickery, Thom
as R.; Yep, Ronald; Yosliimura, Kenji
Aaron

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

DOCTOR OF PHARMACY

Labij, Julie Adrienne; Lamm, Janet I.;
Berliner, Arthur A.; Curtis, Robert
Bender, Charles F.; Bloom, David Mar
Landl, Janice Gayle; Lapp, Linda Ann; tin
W.; Ensminger, Lorin Wayne; Lum,
Lawrence. Clare Juliand; Lee, Sandra
Cattell, Sidney Allen; Cusanovicli, Sherman; Schwartz, John C.
Clayton; Lefever, Jean B.; Lewis, David Michael Anthony
Ralph;
Lewis,
Kathleen
Maryalice;
Lewis, Robert Lionel; Luke, Linda Eliza
Keller, Jr., Edward William
PATRONIZE OUR
beth
Leas, Bernie F.; Little, John Grubbs
ADVERTISERS
McElroy, Doris Moon; McKay, Paul
Thomas
Mann, Carol Louise; Marks, John A.;
Martin, Mary J.; Martin, Wendell R.;
Mason. Judy; Mauch, Bonnie Lee; Man
ger, Evelyn; Mazzera, Gary G.; Menking, Marie J.: Meyer, Gayle; Meyer,
Robert W.; Middlewood, Robert W.;
Miller, Ann Louise; Miller, LaVonna;
Miller, Warren Terry J.; Moore, Caro
lyn Darlene; Moore, Sandra Lee; Mor
ris, Robert L.: Moss, Robert Earl: Moss,
Weldon TJieodore, Jr.; Muller, Meredith
Ann; Mundon, Georgette K.: Murphy
Lynne Elizabeth; Moyer, David Brooks

AUTOSPORT SERVICE
Service and Repair on All Sports and Imports

244 West Harding Way

HOward 2-6534

Stockton

Marconi, Clement, Watkins Star
(Continued from Page 6)
The 19 year old member of Phi
Sigma Kappa commented on the
terrific job that new Tiger swim
coach, Connor Sutton, has done
this season. He went on to say
that "everybody on the t e a m
came through in the meet, and
we did a lot better than we were
predicted to do."
Clay is majoring in psychology
and wants to teach history a n d
coach in a junior college after
graduation. His secret desire is
"to have an undefeated season in
water polo and swimming next
year."

Ruggers Fare Well

(Continued from Page 7)
wore the Black Knights out be
fore their time. It should be no
ted, however, that during t h i s
game, Larry Leitch showed his
best kicking of the day. This
was backed up by both a strong
scrum, led by Steve Olds and Bob
Scardina, and a quick backfield,
headed by Ben Kwong and Dick
Hernander. The game ended in a
3-3 tie, but one overtime period
gave Pacific just enough time to
score 10 more points and defeat
Fullerton, 13-3.
By the time the third game
rolled around against the Univer
sity Club of Los Angeles, the
Black Knights were tired, and
most of all hungry, not having
eaten all day.
Even though the University
Club was the best that Pacific
met, the game ended in a 3-3 tie.
At the end of the overtime period
the score was still tied, but due
to fatigue among the Pacific play
ers and severe cramps a m o n g
some of them, the decision went
to the University Club. One of
the referees said later that he felt
that this was the best game he
had seen Pacific play all season.
Some of the most outstanding
players for the day were Terry
Marshburn, Floyd Lytle, Dick
Hernander, Ben Kwong, Bob Scar
dina and Steve Olds. The rest of
the team was also outstanding,
fighting hard to prove their worth
at a tournament filled with sea
soned ruggers. Jack Mason, com
menting on John Phillips, an
other outstanding player, said,
"For his first year in Rugby
competition, John showed a lot of
talent and desire.
This ended the day for the
Pacific Ruggers, but proved once
more that even without athletic
department support they could do
well at Something they wanted.
The very gracious donations of
the P.S.A., Quarterback Club and
I.F.C. made the trip possible, and
as a result the Black Knights
have been invited to meet Cal's
Varsity Rugby Team (top in
northern California) next Tues
day at Berkeley. So, all in all, it
was a successful weekend, aiid
maybe, just maybe, our "boys"
may be considered as "men" once
more.

He expresses his likes as: U.O.
P., sun, hunting, and throwing
water balloons. He expresses his
dislikes as; peat dust, indoor
pools, working out on Friday afternoons, and being hit by water
balloons.
WATKINS STARS IN TRACK
Finally, the stage shifts to track
and field. Ted Watkins, in t h e
meet with Humboldt State, scored
ten points for the Tigers with
firsts in both the high jump and
the 120 high hurdles. According
to Captain Cameron Doyle, "Ted
has the most potential of a n y
athlete on this campus."
Not only is Ted outstanding in
track and field, he is also a very
fine football player. As seen in
the fall and spring games this
past school year, Ted has been
particularly outstanding on of
fense. There were many times
this past year that Ted has been
passed up for feature articles, but
the time has come for his well de
served recognition.
Ted, who is a 21-year-old his
tory major, wants to play profes
sional football in the future and
later to coach basketball a n d
track at the high school he at
tended.
Ted lists his likes as food, trav
el, good books and especially play
ing with his little daughter. His
dislikes include traveling to track
meets in automobiles and n o t
having a place to play basketball
on Sundays.
At the time of the writing of
this article Ted's wife is expect
ing another child.
Congratulations to our "Ath
letes of the Week," Bob Marconi,
Clay Clement, and Ted Watkins.

McDonald

(Continued from Page 3)

revoke Freshmen's privileges to
have cars on campus, Jim said
the proposal was unfair. "Fresh
men attend the largest majority
of athletic eventts, and all school
functions, and must date off cam
pus—thus a car is an essential.'
In summarizing the Freshman
class, Jim, who has worked the
closest with the class, says,
"They're red hot!
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